EXPLORE. BELONG. THRIVE.

E2 Academy is a growing, fully accredited small K-12 private school in Edmonton, Alberta that
specializes in educating twice-exceptional students.
We are seeking 2 dynamic individuals for a Junior high generalist teacher and a Junior/Senior
high math, and science teacher. One position is full time and the second is .4 FTE. A Bachelor of
Education and a valid Alberta Teaching Certification are required.
WHO WE ARE
-

A team of passionate educators, assistants and specialists dedicated to making a
difference in the lives of our students by building skills and self confidence in a safe and
judgement free environment
We utilize a project-based education model individualized to each student’s needs and
interests
We have multigrade classrooms with a maximum of eight students per room with at
least one hands-on Educational Assistant.
We believe assistive technology is the norm.

ABOUT YOU
-

You have hands-on experience with twice-exceptionality and knowledge of a variety of
complex diagnoses and challenges
You're a natural mentor who enjoys working collaboratively with a team and are
passionate about cultivating an environment where students feel safe, supported, and
challenged.
You're ready to launch into project-based learning or willing to learn about it.
You believe in using positive reinforcement and feedback to encourage a child’s growth
and confidence
You understand that behaviors are a type of communication, and strive to translate these
to support the children's needs.
You possess strong verbal and written skills and are able to remain goal-focused while still
flexible enough to respond to urgent needs.
You are comfortable with various technologies and understand the need for
individualized assistive technologies for the students
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WHAT YOU'LL DO
-

Engage in creative solutions while working in a team-teaching model with other
educators, specialists and educational assistants.
Develop positive relationships and open communication with students and their families
to cultivate a safe and successful learning environment
Create relevant curriculum-based lesson plans customized to promote individualized
methods of learning
Complete assessments of each student and create Individualized Program Plans (IPP’s) to
use as a blueprint to success.
Meet deadlines in accordance with the school schedule.
Provide direction to the in-class educational assistant to support the students

Join our extraordinary team today!
Please email your resume to principal@e2academy.com.
We appreciate all applicants for their interest, however, only candidates selected for an
interview will be contacted.
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